Custom-made Cable Assemblies & Looms

Harnessing solutions
Custom-made Cable Assemblies & Looms

- Built to your specific requirements
- Supplied to you under a single part number
- Top quality, competitively priced solutions
- Can accommodate certified wiring or components (eg. UL, TUV etc.)

However simple or complex the cable solution you require, built entirely to your exact specification, prepared the way you want it, IMO is your supplier of choice!

We offer customers prepared cables, cable assemblies and cable looms, with or without crimps, terminations & housings, with no volume too high. We extrude and produce many common types of certified or non-certified equipment cable, in a selection of materials including PVC, Teflon™ and silicone.

The 5 Easy Steps To Huge Time & Cost Savings

Whether you need a complex assembly or simple terminated wire, we can work from a drawing, a formal design or a sample to start the process.

Having reviewed your requirements, pricing and a design of our proposed solution is submitted to you. We remain on hand to make recommendations and discuss your feedback.

A prototype is submitted for your evaluation. Once again, we remain on hand to discuss your feedback and possible alterations that may or may not be required.
Not Just For OEMs...

IMO’s bespoke cabling service is not just for OEMs. The cable solutions we manufacture can be used across a multitude of industrial applications, including but not limited to:-

- **Mobility** - Stair Lifts, Patient Handling
- **H.V.A.C.** - Control Panels, Heating Controls, Air Con Equipment
- **Industrial** - PAT Testing, Lift Manufacturing, Boiler Manufacturing
- **Catering** - Food Processing & Packaging, Vending Machines
- **White Goods** - Shower Manufacturing, Refrigeration Manufacturing

Our consultative process continues until such time as we have a final approved prototype that completely satisfies your requirements.

Orders are received and the final product is delivered to your exact requirements all under a single part number reference.

**No tooling investment**

**No more managing inventory of wires and terminations**

**No more crimping and assembling**

**Huge time and cost savings for you and your company**